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Discover The Beliefs That Secretly Limit Your
Happiness, Fulfillment and Prosperity!

8 MYTHS
...and the truth of making a life
Getting Clear About
Your Life & Work

Mary Lyn Miller

Today, many people are finding themselves in unrewarding work
situations that do not meet their financial, emotional or creative needs,
yet, they have no idea what to do about it. They may feel confused,
purposeless and undirected, working long and hard, with no time or
energy left to enjoy their lives.
Veteran career consultant, Mary Lyn Miller, re-assesses life and work
by defining the 8 Myths that unknowingly sabotage one’s best efforts.
In addition, she offers new insight into overcoming these age-old
ideas.

“The 8 Myths of Making a Living” Will Show You How To:
T
T
T

Identify the individual beliefs that keep you blocked.
Transform your personal myths into strategies that support a more positive, passionate
and profitable approach to your work life.
Practice simple steps that free you to create inspiring new possibilities for your
future!

This book will show anyone seeking more meaning and fulfillment how to recognize these hidden beliefs,
transcend their limiting impact, and move forward to a rich and full life.
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"From our research and writing on
careers and choosing a business,
it's clear that Mary Lyn Miller has
identified eight myths that
consistently block fulfillment and
success. She offers a fresh and
needed rethinking of beliefs in
order to get one's life and career
on track"
- - Paul and Sarah Edwards,
Authors of "Finding Your Perfect
Work" and "Changing Directions
Without Losing Your Way”

